Iraqi advances hit resistance

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq agreed yesterday to a U.N.-requested cease-fire provided Iran did the same, but the fighting did not subside. Iraqi troops and equipment moved southward inside Iran toward the enemy's oil heartland, where Iranian resistance appeared to have stiffened.

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein said in a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim that Iraq would heed a Security Council appeal for a cease-fire if Iran also would. Hussein urged the council to "take necessary measures to urge the Iraqi troops and equipment moved southward inside Iran toward the enemy's oil heartland, where Iranian resistance appeared to have stiffened.

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein said in a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim that Iraq would heed a Security Council appeal for a cease-fire if Iran also would. Hussein urged the council to "take necessary measures to urge the

Crime, crime, crime!

Fisher Hall reports robbery

Campus crime continued last week when thieves, believed by Security to be local residents, stole an AM/FM radio cassette player from a Fisher Hall room. The theft occurred shortly before dinnertime Tuesday, when hall resident John Stein stepped out to the Bookstore "for just ten minutes." The student locked his door before leaving his room.

When Stein and hallmate John Dohopolski returned from the Bookstore, they discovered that Stein's $200 AM/FM radio was missing. Immediately, they began questioning hallmates to see if anyone had seen what Dohopolski deemed "suspicious characters.

Section members reported seeing youths wandering through the halls, wearing strange cowboy hats, according to Stein. Dohopolski and hallmate John Dolhopolski then ran outside to see if they could give anyone escaping with the radio.

The trio spotted two men in a yellow car. The pair was hurriedly leaving Fisher's parking lot.

"We went running to see if we could get the guys," Dohopolski explained. The chase proved unsuccessful as the car fled campus. Stein questioned the Security guard working the main gate, but according to the guard, "it was just a false alarm.

Stein said. "The guy just laughed and

Memorial, stated, "I wanted to know how the car got on because they (Security) hassle everyone else. They just showed no concern at all," Stein concluded.

[continued on page 4]
**News Briefs**

by The Observer and The Associated Press

---

**Flood threatened Oakland's main water supply and 45,000 more acres of crops yesterday after millions of dollars worth of crops were already destroyed by river delta waters. Winds and high water hampered efforts to plug the break in the earth-and-rock levee, and parts of the flooded 5,000-acre Lower Jones Tract were under water up to 25 feet deep. No injuries were reported from the flooding. Rolling floodwaters during the weekend ruined the homes and destroyed some $5 million of ready-to-harvest tomatoes, beets, asparagus, potatoes and melon. Hundreds of seasonal workers ready to harvest crops were without jobs. — AP**

---

**Presidency Carter** deserves to be thrown out of the White House for policies that have deceived and misled the nation, former President Gerald Ford said yesterday. At a luncheon on behalf of Lt. Gov. Robert Orr, the GOP nominee for governor, Ford said Carter's defense policies have weakened the country "to the point where we are no longer trusted by our allies or respected by our adversaries." In Evansville, he said America is getting weaker while the Soviet Union gets stronger, and that the positions assumed by Carter and backed by a Democratic Congress have diminished the country's capacity to maintain peace and deter aggression. Ford recalled the "mistery index" cited by Carter during his campaign against Ford four years ago. The 1972 report cited inflation of unemployment and inflation rates, stood at 15.8 percent, he said, adding that unemployment and inflation now add up to 21 percent. — AP

---

**The Food and Drug Administration** said yesterday it has asked five major tampon manufacturers to put warning labels voluntarily on all boxes and brands of tampons. The agency reiterated its plans to propose a rule requiring a label warning women that tampons pose a risk of the rare but deadly disease called toxic shock syndrome. Studies indicated Rely was used by an unusually high percentage of women who got the disease. But the syndrome has also been found in women who used other brands, and in some men. The FDA telegram said the Center for Disease Control has learned of more than 500 of the cases since January, with 26 of them ending in death. — AP

---

**Dr. Thomas J. Mueller**, professor of aerospace engineering at the University of Notre Dame, has received the 1980 Education Achievement Award of the American Society for Engineering Education. Mueller is an engineering education specialist at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The award recognizes "the lasting influence of his recent contributions to aerospace engineering education." A Notre Dame faculty member since 1963, he recently completed a report detailing the development and use of the smoke tunnel, an important experimental tool, work pioneered at Notre Dame by the late Professor F. N. M. Brown. "The impact of his most significant contributions to aerospace engineering education is the importance he has placed on flow visualization," according to Dr. Albin A. Stawicki, department chairman. "He has followed in the footsteps of the greats and continued to pioneer flow visualization techniques in his laboratory." A prolific and internationally respected researcher, Mueller's work also includes studies on gas dynamics of separated flows, numerical methods for compressible and incompressible fluid mechanics, propulsion aerodynamics, and non-linear systems. His enthusiastic dedication in—and beyond—the classroom has been recognized by "Teacher of the Year" awards from student engineering societies. He has designed and developed major laboratory facilities at Notre Dame for both instationary and stationary analysis, including improving fuel efficiency of rocket and air-breathing propulsion systems, understanding the basic fluid mechanics of propulsion systems, and improving fuel efficiency of rocket and air-breathing propulsion systems. But gut and a basic understanding of fluid mechanics is necessary. In fact, it isn't all that easy to tell them apart. Even if you think you are as free as the cage you inhabit, you are not. Someone once said you are as free as the cage you inhabit. Ludwig Binswanger, one of the most influential figures in the field of existential psychology, stated that "I'm just being." or "I be- ed."

---
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---

**Clear nights and mostly sunny days** through tomorrow. Highs today and tomorrow in the upper 70s. Low tonight around 50.

---

**Fameless Flannery Rector**

Bro. Pete Mahoney isn't exactly the most celebrated of campus celebrities. Some may think that his biggest claim to fame at the Flannery Rector was his recent appearance aside Fr. Hesburgh on this year's United Way posters. But glory is the last of his priorities. The director of Flannery Hall, Pete (most Flanner residents know him by his first name only) is not a name to be found in the alumni recognition. In fact, Pete is not after any type of recognition. His main concern is keeping an open line of communication with the residents of his hall — which is no easy task when dealing with 550 students. It is amazing that Pete has achieved the camaraderie he has with his students at the Flannery. His best tool of communication developed after he started the job two years ago and published his first hall newsletter, The New and Then. A handwritten message ("I am somewhat retarded when it comes to machines — even type writers"), the New and Then is distributed exactly as the title implies. While the physical appearance of the newsletter looks nothing better than a rough draft — a rough draft — of a freshman comp and lit paper, the New and Then is by no means shoved aside by Flaner residents. Sometimes they have even copied Pete's words on files. They are hardly words to be shoved aside. With that in mind, I'd like to share Pete's very first newsletter, he set the tone for those that follow.

"If you ever feel frustrated by institutions, it is a good sign. It could mean you are maturing beyond the confines of that institution. It is God's generally conservative. This is one reason why they incorporate themselves into the corporate world. If you and I just fade away. Someone once said we are as free as the cage you build for yourself. May I suggest that as you build your cage, it includes an arena beyond this campus. It might help your perspective. Remember, also, as you write your story. Do you have the right to be free for its content?"

Pete often conveys an important message through his pronouns — whether he/ she/ it was used, or originally composed. Ashe says in one of his newsletters, "God made people because people were made in God's image. Great stories has been that of the Incarnation. Sometimes relax, think about that story He/She has shared with us, and rejoice! Relax, Reflect, Rejoice."

In his newsletter, Pete will include parables from the Bible, or maybe from Tolstoy, or maybe from his own collection. And to be honest, it isn't all that easy to tell them apart.

But Pete's parables aren't necessarily the most valuable components of his collection (he himself has an inordinate number of parables, collected, compiled, and sent to the newsletter of his Flannery residents) — at least to that Flannery resident. The most popular Now and Then is those that reflect...
South Africa energizes for future

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — The revolution in Iran and the White minority government faces the constant threat of a military occupation,” because of its huge dependence on imported oil and a lack of energy emergency planning.

But this is old news to South Africa, which now has probably the most advanced synthetic fuel operation in the world. It's been producing “synfuels” for the last 25 years.

Just this week, the state-controlled South African Coal, Oil and Gas Corp. — better known as SASOL — announced that a synthetic fuel plant of this type will be built in North Dakota. A consortium of American companies to build the coal-to-oil facility near a strip of coal in the state.

The U.S. Congress passed legislation in June for a $20 billion program to launch a synthetic fuels industry. The program's goal is to produce 20,000 barrels of synthetic fuel per day by 1987, or about 4 percent of today's daily U.S. oil consumption.

SASOL officials expect their technology to be deeply involved in the American program. The Los Angeles-based Fluor Corporation has an agreement to market SASOL know-how in America.

Long before the rest of the world discovered that cheap oil wasn't cheap anymore, South Africa had a problem.

The most industrialized country in Africa, it had no oil deposits of its own. It has lots of coal — an estimated 61 billion tons — and thus needs imports of refined oil for all of its energy needs. But this oil goes for public and private transport and the economy would collapse without it.

The revolutionary Iran has sent Shahs and specialists to start a synthetic fuel industry just after World War II and used some Nazi technology to start its first oil-from-coal plant, SASOL 1. By 1953, the plant, located 400 miles south of here, was producing gasoline and 20 other petroleum products.

The technique, developed in Germany during the war, uses steam and oxygen under intense pressure to turn carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and methane. The gas is liquified to produce a synthetic oil almost indistinguishable from natural crude.

The South African government keeps a tight wrap around details of the process and how much it costs. It is assumed that production of SASOL fuel costs far more than refined oil. South Africa is less concerned about cost than it is about getting fuel.

Iran was South Africa's traditional petroleum supplier until the fall of the shah. The shah's father, when he was in exile during World War II, was the main fuel for South Africa and once ties were formed between the two countries.

The revolutionary Iran will not talk about shelling off its oil to South Africa last year, joining other members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries which refuses to sell oil to the white minority government because of its race segregation policies.

South Africa now buys oil on the spot market, where the cost can be twice as high as current OPEC prices. But South Africa, as the world's largest gold producer, has plenty of money to spend. In fact, it is understood that the government already has 18 months of oil supplies stored in secret tank farms and unused underground mines.

When OPEC sharply escalated oil prices in 1973, South Africa began constructing SASOL 2, a synthetic fuel plant occupying 120 acres that has 10 times the capacity of SASOL 1. It has already begun production and will be operating at full capacity within two or three years.

Last year, in light of the Iranian revolution, the government increased its oil and gas by 24 percent. NASOL 2 and 3 are more than 50 percent complete and will be in full production in 1984. NASOL 2 and 3 are expected to produce two million barrels of oil per day by May 1984 at an estimated cost of $270,000 barrels per barrel.

At every gas station in South Africa, customers can fill up at the blue and white SASOL pumps alongside pumps of the world’s largest gas,
When the students returned to Fisher, they discovered a nametag that had been on Stein's car. The tag lay on the ground in the parking place where moments earlier, the suspicious car sat.

Stein then contacted Security. The department sent Officer William Hedl to investigate the crime. Hedl obtained students' descriptions of the alleged suspects. With hopes of obtaining a positive identification, the officer then showed mugshots to Dierra and Stein.

"The investigator was very cooperative... a switch from the guy at the gate," he added.

The United Way fund drive has been an effort by the school to work with the community. It is a better approach to work through the students on an individual basis," Sweeney added. "We can plan to make a recommendation to the dean that student funding of abortion clinics.

"We have an effort by the school to work with the community. It is a better approach to work through the students on an individual basis," Sweeney explained.

The United Way funds $55 local charities and organizations. "It has nothing to do with the funding of abortion clinics. That was a false rumor or circulating around campus. Students are also able to give to any one of those $55 organizations individually through the United Way," he added.
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KROGER SOOPER COST CUTTERS

Assorted Varieties
Country Club Ice Cream $119 1/2 Gal. Carton
Springdale 2% Lowfat Milk $1.59 gal.
4 Assorted Varieties
Morton Pot Pies
3 $400

Kroger Grade A Extra Large Eggs 79¢

Fisher robbery victim is consoled by friends. Story begins on page 1 and is continued at right. (Photo by Chris Spiteri)

New computers at libraries plug into student's needs

by Kaylee Owen

Beginning Wednesday, students researching a topic at one of Notre Dame's three libraries can, for a fee, tie into a computer in California to discover additional sources. The local terminals, products of the Lockheed Corporation, are located in the reference section of the Memorial Library, the Engineering Library and in the Chemistry-Physics Library.

Students using the computer must first call the main base in California, where the phone will automatically log itself on to the system. The student can then issue commands and receive data.

Students interested in a session with the computer should contact a librarian in their respective library. The sessions cost about $15, depending on the complexity of the problem and the amount of computer time involved. During the month of October, however, students will receive a $20 discount on each session so that many researchers can work free of charge. This discount is limited to two per student.

Joseph DiSalvo of Lockheed Information Services will present a lecture on how to operate the new system on Wednesday morning at 10:30 a.m., in 242 O'Shaughnessy. He will also give an informal search demonstration on Wednesday from 1 to 3 p.m. in the data base office of Memorial Library, room 116.

...Robbery

(continued from page 1)

The United Way fund drive was unable to positively identify anyone.

Two days later, however, Fisher resident John Larmann glanced out his window while he was studying. He noticed a car in the lot which resembled the one chased by his hallmates earlier. The student called Security, who arrived quickly.

"The investigator was very cooperative... a switch from the guy at the gate." That was a false rumor or circulating around campus. Students are also able to give to any one of those $55 organizations individually through the United Way," he added.

The Observer...
Mudslinging perhaps?

Carter throws missiles at Reagan

NEW YORK (AP) — President Carter suggested yes­
terday that putting Ronald Reagan in the White House could lead to a "doomed nu­clear arms race" and threats of "ill-considered, unnecessary" military intervention around the world.

Regarding his efforts to portray his Republican chal­lenger as a war­monger, Carter did not mention his opponent by name when he said the nation faces a "stark" choice this fall.

Carter's political "advocated repeatedly in the
round the world, as have been
unnecessary interventions a­
own safety with ill-considered,
will we threaten them and our
of peace among nations — or
arms race?"

"Will America keep laboring
this way, in an address to
business and labor supporters:
"Will America continue to
build military power and strong
alliances in a steady and re­
ponsible way — or will we
throw away our wealth, security
and world respect, and perhaps
our peace, on a doomed nuclear
arms race?"

"Will America keep laboring
to strengthen the fragile bonds
of peace among nations — or
will we threaten them and our
own safety with ill-considered,
unnecessary interventions a­
round the world, as have been
advocated repeatedly in the
past few months?"

Carter's surprise attack sharply last week by his political
rivals when he said the choice
this fall is between war and
peace. Press secretary Jody
Powell conceded the president had overstated the case, but
made it clear Carter would keep
raising the issue.

Earlier, in another attack on
Reagan that avoided mention of
the GOP nominee's name, Carter told a union audience
that modern-day opponents of
the Equal Rights Amendment
are direct descendants of past
"enemies of women's suffrage
and civil rights.

Carter said the "new
Republican leaders" say they
want to leave women's rights to
the states. "That's just what
the enemies of women's suffrage
said 70 years ago...that is what
the enemies of civil rights said
20 years ago — leave it to the
states."

Reagan, stressing that he
favors equal rights for women,
does not support the proposed
ERA, which would write into the
Constitution a ban on
sexual discrimination.

The president also hinted
to many in the audience that modern-day opponents of
the United States
would withdraw from the
United Nations if Israel were
expelled from the international
organization. A Carter aide said
the comment was prompted by
discussions in the United
Nations about a possible chal­
lenge to Israel's credentials
stemming from Israel's decision to
declare an undivided
Jerusalem as its capital.

"We will not permit it," said
the Carter aid of the expulsion
threat. Such a move, he said,
"would raise the gravest
questions about the future of
the General Assembly and
further participation of the
United States and other nations
in its deliberations of that
body."

The president's double-bar­
relaid attack at Reagan came
during a four-hour campaign
visit to New York, his first since
he won the Democratic Party's
nomination in August.

Observer announces mock
election times and places

The Observer announced yesterday the times and places
of the balloting for the mock election to be held this
Thursday. The election will be held in LaFortune Student Center on the
Notre Dame campus, and in LeMans Hall at Saint Mary's,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

All graduate and undergraduate students are eligible to
vote; they must present their student IDs in order to do so.

The Observer ballot will reflect the selection presented on the
Indiana state ballot. The official choices are as follows:

US PRESIDENT

(Democratic) Jimmy Carter-Walter Mondale
(Republican) Ronald Reagan-George Bush

(Independent) John Anderson
(Republican) Bob Dole
(Citizen) Barry Comrnon-Ladonna Harris

US SENATE

(Democratic) Birch Bayh
(Republican) Danforth Quayle

US HOUSE

(Democratic) John Brademas
(Republican) John Hiler

INDIANA GOVERNOR

(Democratic) Brian McKinney
(Republican) William Tolliver

Results will be announced in Friday's Observer.
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United Way proceeds defended
Dear Editor,

We the undersigned members of the United Way Committee at Saint Mary's College wish to express our disappointment in the action taken by our student leaders with regard to the United Way campaign. As residents of the Mishiana area over a considerable length of time we are well aware of the human needs which are met by the funds collected at this time.

We urge the board of governance to reconsider its action and restudy the consequences of their decision. They may wish to discriminate among the organizations and groups which will benefit. But in the name of Christ, we ask you to realize that it will be the poor, the aged, the handicapped, the unemployed and the enemies in our own neighborhoods of South Bend who are being rejected.

Sister Miriam P. Gowan, CSC
Charles P. Peliter
Donald E. Miller
Mary P. Connelly
Don S. Baska
Mary P. Glass
Sister Mary Tungis, CSC
Mary G. Peltier

Discriminatory quiet hours in Morrissey
Dear Editor,

This morning at 12:30 I went to Morrissey Hall to play the piano for a short while. There was a sign attached to the piano which said that quiet hours were from 7-11 Monday through Thursday nights and to please respect this rule. Since it was obviously past 11 I could not proceed.

S. Wiley

Student applauds Hispanic article
Dear Editor,

Thank you Observer and Dan LeDuc for the September 24 article "Hispanic Diversity Development: Ya era tiempo? (It was about time!)

Random Thoughts on Chval
Mark Maban

Random Thoughts while savouring Thursday’s Chval article. "article" Not too long ago Craig Chval was disparaged for his lack of class in his column about Mike Drinnan, football coach at Illinois. Now it seems he has upheld that distinction. There is no quarrel here with Chval’s grammar, or the style of his paragraphs. He is a dedicating critic. But just like the learned reporters doesn’t mean he has to have an article to match.

Even worse, he was not satisfied with slandering a respected Big Ten football mentor. This week his literary wit was directed against the Notre Dame Marching Band, Wayne Duke, the NCAA, and even Bob Crable.

Now that’s incredible.

As far as I’m concerned, Craig C., you can keep your own opinions. Nobody else wants to hear them.

In past years there were frequent rumblings that The Observer would like to rid itself of peripheral (5 years I believe), bawling, “rah-rah”. Frank LeDuc was excellent. He was a true Hoffpether were his weight, she would have Chval the heave-ho instead. Chval is a perfect example of the spoiled critics that give his worthless little life any meaning.

If you don’t like the rules of the game, Craig, you close your press pass and go home. Nobody will miss you. Mark: Mark Maban is a senior chemistry major from Grace Hall. He was inspired to write this letter after reading Craig Chval’s “Afterthoughts” article by the persistent Chval articles have caused him.

by Garry Trudeau
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Coach Hunter continues to offend soccer fan
Dear Editor,

I address this letter to the supposedly "new" Rich Hunter, varsity soccer coach. I thought that "new" was meant to be complimentary—a more controlled and composed Rich Hunter. As a student, I've been to several soccer games this season and the behavior of Coach Hunter leaves much to be desired. Yelling at the refs, yelling at the players, yelling at the fans, and in general, not liking things is behavior that has not been seen on Notre Dame's sideline for many years. As a Notre Dame fan, I want to see Notre Dame win and enjoy the game. Coach Hunter's behavior is damaging Notre Dame's image.

I think fans, as well as the players, need a team coach that can be proud of and up until now I haven't seen anything in your sideline behavior to be proud of. During the Xavier game, I, along with others, heard you yell at one ref. "This isn't football soccer why couldn't we be more like Coach Hammer..." this college, not a college soccer so why don't you grow up and show some restraint?

name withheld
Features

Nuclear Chic

Obviously, neither Reagan nor Carter are going to be of any help in our approaching Armageddon. They are simply proving that, if nuclear warfare is to be left to the generals, it is also too important to leave to the politicians, especially during a political campaign.

Mr. Reagan's vision of complicated and decisive strategic game questions is worthy of any pre-adolescent: "You gotta be the toughest kid on the block and you get that way through military muscle that will show those Russians and Third World nuisances who's boss."

Carter is no better, just slightly more subtle. Not to be outdone by Reagan, Jimmy Carter has issued Presidential Directive 59 which accep-
tises the premise that nuclear warfare is not only thinkable but even winnable. Carter's new policy tends to make war more efficient, less costly. It is the early part of the idea that immoral weapons can be used to fight a war and win it. It is the idea that the possibility of nuclear war is not only thinkable but winnable. Carter's new policy thus apparently implies that nuclear war is probable. It is to reinforce the idea that nuclear weapons not on Russian territory is more subtle. Not to be outdone by Reagan, Carter is going to be of any help in our approaching Armageddon. Andreyev was one of Rus-
tian church's first producers. He did not lack for his new job. What follows is a fast-moving tale revolving around the old theme of catalytic laconicity - NUCLEAR CHIC.

The nuclear Theatre of the Absurd offered one of its more bizarre scenes last week when we saw Air Force rescue workers searching in the woods of Arkansas for a lost Arkansan, which was subsequently transported down an interstate by their morning rush hour in a car that contained two nuclear warheads.

Unfortunately, countless American Christians remain undisturbed by our nuclear superpower's threat to think of a place where support for nuclear armaments is more entrenched, insidious, or de-
termained than in U. S. Churches. So few seem aware of that fact that we have lost touch with reality. We can kill everybody in the world twelve times; so we want to increase that killing capacity to perhaps fifteen or sixteen times. The sheer insanity of our position is revealed in a single proposition: We should build the less secure we are and the more precarious our position, be-
cause our enemies have built more than we; therefore we will build even more weapons. So few Catholics seem to realize that, as Pope John Paul warned during his visit to the U.S., the current madness by handing on to our children, therefore we will build the "machinery of death.

In our current nuclear destabilization, we are forced to recognize that another destabilization is already upon us. Nuclear war is the easy path to almost fashionable. We will then be counted as one of the victims of cataclysmic laconicity - NUCLEAR CHIC.

The setting is a circus populated with a character menagerie of life's escapades. Entering into their close world is the role character "He." Fleeting from the real world and it's assured injustices, he proceeds to master the usual trials of the circus with youthful enthusi-
asm for his new job. What follows is a mixed bag of human interaction, including a clashing of egos, the entanglement of hidden personalities, and yes, an all-fated romance involving he and the troops darting barbara Consuelo.

Cast in the lead as he is John Davenport: The performance carries along the entire production, since the audience cannot help being caught up by his high energy spirits. Davenport properly captures He's slight oblivious naiveté, because he is left with the urge to slap him. Adriana Trigiani is also right on the mark with her rendition of the whiskey-waving, Mama Briquet. Briquet is the by now oft-copied, crusty-yet-warm-hearted circus di-
rector. Everyone's darling Consuelo. Joe O'Brien is portrayed by Susan Groeschel. also; therefore we will build even more weapons. So few Catholics seem to realize that, as Pope John Paul warned during his visit to the U.S., the current madness by handing on to our children, therefore we will build the "machinery of death.
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In our current nuclear destabilization, we are forced to recognize that another destabilization is already upon us. Nuclear war is the easy path to almost fashionable. We will then be counted as one of the victims of cataclysmic laconicity - NUCLEAR CHIC.
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He Who Gets Slapped: a good diversion

The musical score emotes the proper feeling of the gaiety of a circus, with a certain haunting nature reminiscent of inner turmoil.

As one arrives at O'Laughlin, the playground of Caesar, one finds oneself in an attentive/usr. Unfortunately the public observance that was made into making six hundred of the buggers, was largely lost. The idea of having the entire arcadian setting of the produc-
tion from behind masks probably sounds lovely but it proved to be a problem during the production meetings, but lost something in the translation to your average self-conscious, reluctant theatre goer.

Mostly, people carried them around with a certain haunting nature reminiscent of inner turmoil.

Overall, He Who Gets Slapped is put together as a class act. At other times, minor charac-
ters imaginative yet unnecessary antics drive the audience from the central scene.
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SMC German club organizes

The Saint Mary's German Club will hold an organizational meeting Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in McCandless Hall Piano Room. "Students from both ND and SMC are invited to attend.
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Armstrong charged through midfield after an incomplete pass, giving the Broncos a temporary 10-7 lead.

Ferguson, a rookie from Notre Dame, led all gainers on the field. After Calhoun ran 7 yards, Morgan dashed behind corner-guard Rubin Carter recovered and fumbled, and nose-tackle Grogan came through on a late third-down play on a 23-yard kickoff to take the lead for a third time during a 66-yard drive that New England struck back Oct. 30, 1974. But he got it back. 

Ferguson was stopped for no gain on the ensuing drive, he lost the title to Holmes June 9, 1978. Ali refused to take the traditional step for induction into the Army. He was convicted of draft evasion, a conviction that later was overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court, and banished from boxing, not to return until 1978. 
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Ali chides Holmes with rhyme, comments
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It's Yogi

Legend in pinstripes

CLEVELAND — He is known to his parents and the IRS as Lawrence Peter Berra Sr.
But to those who know the man and to millions of baseball fans both past and present, he is known simply as "Yogi." 


Few people in the sports world would have achieved the notoriety to be so easily recognized by a single name. But to talk about "Yogi Berra" seems redundant. 

Nicknamed Yogi by his boyhood pal (a "yogi" was considered an odd character on the Hill), the heavy-privileged Italian section of St. Louis where Berra grew up, the name has since become most synonymous with New York, the city he has played for, coached for, managed for, lived for and would probably die for. The pinstripes never look quite right until one sees Yogi, probably because he has been the model for so many great Yankee dynasties.

Yet the name Yogi still brings a grin to many faces, for the man has a paradoxical, albeit philosophical — grasp of the English language rivaled by none. Such statements as "It gets late early around here," "No one goes to the World Series, where he again lost in seven games to the Pirates in the World Series this year, not because of the competition, but because of who is on the opposition." 

"I've been in professional baseball since I was single name. But to talk about "Yogi Berra" is fine. "Yogi" is fine. Not only have they filled in where we had never look quite right until one sees them on the field, but because of who is on the opposition." 

"I would really like to see him play, but I never really have a chance unless there is a game on TV. I want teams to be competitive. But because of who is on the opposition. His youngest son Dale is an infielder for the Pirates. "I never really have a chance unless there is a game on TV." Dale was a good football and hockey player too, but the decision about whom to pay was entirely up to him."

Yogi’s eldest son Larry was a catcher in the Mets’ organization and middle son Tim was a wide receiver with the Giants and Colts in the NFL.

Having been such a prominent member of the New York sports scene for so many years, Yogi has certainly become a celebrity, a position that necessarily has its drawbacks.

"Granted it is tough to go somewhere and not be recognized, but I have become used to it. It never really mind the attention, but it depends on when the people get you."

When America knows you on a first-name basis, it’s tough to be inconspicuous.

...NFL
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student of the game.

Yogi acknowledges little change in the game during the past three and one-half decades.

"The biggest difference in those years and now is that we have more teams to play against," explained the Montclair, N.J. resident.

"The game itself? It’s all the same. You have to have the proper balance of hitting, starting pitching and relief pitching. That never changes."

Pressed to admit a difference in relief pitching today as opposed to years ago, Yogi finds none.

"Relief pitching is relief pitching. Joe Page was a relief specialist for us many years ago, and Cleveland has had guy like Ken Nelskriti. The bullpen has always been a key to success and there have been relief specialists for years in baseball."

A veteran of a record 20 World Series and 17 All-Star games, Yogi’s list of Series records requires two extensive paragraphs in the Baseball Register, the Sporting News bible of active players and coaches, and his full biography spans some three pages.

One might think that Yogi would be hard pressed to single out his most memorable moment in baseball: his home run in the 1959 All-Star game, his grand slam in the 1953 World Series, his three homeruns and 10 RBIs in the 1956 Series, his election to the Hall of Fame in 1972.

"I had to be the 1958 World Series," said the Yankee coach without hesitation. "We were down three games to one against the Yankees and won there in a row just like Pittsburgh did last year. That had to be my biggest thrill."

Yogi may be making another trip to the Series with the Yankees this year.

"I think our biggest attribute this season has been our bench," explained the 55-year-old manager.

"I've been in professional baseball since I was 17 years old," recalled Yogi as he seemingly sized up my age. "I played until I was too old, and then I deserted my efforts to coaching."

Yogi Berra

Originally called up by the Yankees in 1946, Yogi stuck with the big club in 1947 and compiled a .285 batting average while hammering 358 home runs in 18-plus seasons with the Bronx Bombers. The then 38-year-old catcher became a player-coach in 1963 and finally hung up his playing spikes at the end of that year.

He became manager in 1964, guiding the Yanks to a 99-63 record but losing the World Series to the Cardinals in a full seven games. 

Released by the Yankees after that year, Yogi jumped across leagues and across Big Apple boroughs to set up stakes in the Mets organization. A coach there from 1965-71, Yogi held the managerial reins from 1972-73, guiding the 1973 Mets to the World Series, where he again lost in seven games to the Finley-full Oakland A’s.

Back with the Yankees as a coach from 1976 till the present, Yogi’s 3-foot-8, 191-pound frame seems dwarfed by the likes of Reggie Jackson, Bob Watson or Cleon Jones. But whether sitting in the dugout, his stubby hands gripping the bench on either side, or standing on the step of the dugout positioning outfielders while working on the ever-present "law" in his manner, Yogi is an institution.

Although joking with the players in between innings, Yogi studies the game as it unfolds before him. He has taught me that nearly four to five million fans have come to see the game. It is tough for me to believe that so many of the art of baseball is himself still a...
NCAA grants basketball berths; names, dates

MISSION, Kan. (AP) — The Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference, the Southeastern Conference and the Trans-Atlantic Athletic Conference have been granted automatic berths in the 1981 NCAA national basketball tournament, the NCAA announced Monday morning.

The champions of the three conferences will get spots in the 48-slot tournament, making a total of 26 berths that will go to automatic qualifiers. Another 22 openings are available for at-large selection of independents and other conferences teams.

The officers of the National Collegiate Athletic Association approved the automatic berths after the basketball Committee recommended the conferences based on their basketball tournament success.

Beginning with the 1983 tournament, no more than half the 48 berths can be made up of automatic qualifiers, meaning that at least two slots will be available in the next two years.

Wayne Duke, basketball conference chairman and Big Ten Conference commissioner, said the proposal is considered going to a computer-formulated selection system but guarantees conference strength based on won-lost percentages of the teams and their opponents.

The final four teams playing in Indianapolis last March received $326,377 apiece, those losing in the regionals received $205,985 and those eliminated in first and second rounds got $81,594 in addition to travel expenses.

The New Orleans Superdome already had been designated as host for the 1982 finals.

The officials also designated dates for the 1981 tournament games:

First and second-round competition at Providence, Dayton, Texas-Austin and UCLA will be March 12 and 14, and third-round games at Charlotte, Alabama-Tuscaloosa, Wichita State and Texas at El Paso March 13 and 15.

The fourth and regional at the Omni in Atlanta and the West regional at Utah will be March 18 and 19. The Midwest regional at Indiana and the Midwest regional at New Orleans will be March 19 and 22.

The national championship will be played at the Spectrum in Philadelphia March 28 and 30.
**Western Michigan takes first**

**In Irish Invite**

by Kelly Saadoun
Women's Sports Editor

Rehouding from last year's fourth place showing, the Notre Dame women's tennis team rolled to a second place finish, just three points shy of tournament champion Western Michigan, in the fourth annual Irish Invitational.

"I really didn't expect to finish that high," noted Notre Dame coach Sharon Petro. "This team keeps surprising me with their performance — they played extremely well."

The seven-team tournament included neighboring St. Mary's and featured several Division I schools, including the champions Western squad, and Central and Eastern Michigan.

Marquette and St. Louis also were entered. The Belles tied Marquette for fourth place in the Sunday-Monday event.

The tournament was played round robin, with each team competing against the six other schools in a dual match. Four singles and two doubles flights were played, and one point was earned for every match won.

Notre Dame's Sheila Cronin won her number four singles flight, defeating all opposition in that slot en route to a perfect 6-0 slate. The senior captain claimed straight set victories in all but one match, to upgrade her singles ledger to 10-0 on the season.

The second doubles duo of Mary Legay and Pam Fischette also earned the Irish a trophy, as the pair kept their unblemished record intact with two set victories over all six opponents.

Legay, twice Indiana state champion at number five singles, played a remarkable tournament despite an injury sustained last week in a match with Ball State.

"Mary played against a girl with the strongest serve I've ever seen in a college woman before," explained Petro. "She had tremendous pain and lack of mobility in her wrist this week from trying to return those serves. She did a terrific job even though her hand was bandaged and Pam (Fischette) covered for her well."

The tournament's number one singles flight was captured by Saint Mary's Patty Coach. Coach, the defending state champ in Division III, ran her string of victories to nine on the season. The Kalamazoo, MI, native has yet to lose a set at number one singles this fall.

Coach's toughest match was a 7-6, 6-2 battle against Division I power Western. The Belles' sophomore never gave up more than three games in any one set in the entire tournament.

Patriots 'bomb' Broncos in Monday night game

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Steve Grogan launched a 45-yard go-ahead bomb to Stanley Morgan in the third quarter and the New England Patriots capitalized on two pass interference penalties to post a 20-14 victory over the Denver Broncos in yesterday night's nationally televised game.

The pass to Morgan, his fifth touchdown catch of the season and fourth of 40 or more yards, put the Patriots, 3-1, ahead 17-14 with 9:38 left in the first quarter.

His second field goal covered 20 yards and gave New England a 20-14 lead with 9:38 left in the game. A pass interference call against safety Bill Thompson had brought the ball from the Broncos' 42 to the 4 and was instrumental in keeping the drive alive.

Denver, 1-3, scored first as quarterback Matt Robinson tied his first touch- down pass of the season, a 17-yarder to Haven Moses midway through the first period. John Smith booted the first of his three field goals, a 26-yarder, to close the gap to 7-3 after the first quarter.

"Western was my toughest match because their player was an exceptional hitter," re- marked Coach. "I knew I was going to be up against some really good competition, and I

[continued on page 9]

"Thumbs down" NFL rule changes

Michael Ortman

Since we've been immersed in all that National Football League hoopla for some four weeks now, perhaps you've noticed a few (very few) rule changes made since last season.

If you have noticed, congratulations. If you haven't, don't worry — you really haven't missed much.

You see, the NFL has a thing about making a half dozen or so trivial little modifications of existing rules, with hopes of making things better and altogether different. But this year, the rule-makers completely missed the boat.

The problem lies in the fact that a few rules, which could have been left alone, were tampered with, while those which were in greatest need of repairs were ignored.

Among the new rules enacted were steps to further protect quarterbacks from on-rushing linemen. Also included were an easing of limitations during injury timeouts and restrictions on the two-minute offense.

And while the league was crawling with the paperwork, a few basic flaws in its logic were going untouched.

First of all, does it make sense to reward someone for anrellationally poor performance? Oh granted, the poorer teams should get the better draft choices in hopes of balancing the league. But take this season's worst case as a team laying down and playing dead because it had more to gain by losing.

The St. Louis Cardinals were in Chicago playing the Bears in the regular season finale for both clubs. The Cards were hopelessly out of the playoff picture with a dismal 3-10 record. The host Bears were in perhaps the most awkward position a playoff contender could be in. Not only did the 5-6 Bears need the 10-5 Washington Redskins to lose in Dallas later that afternoon, and for themselves to beat the Cardinals, but for the combined point-differential of the two games to be more than 33 points.

It was a storybook finish for the Bears as they dethroned the Giants, 42-6 while Roger Staubach pulled off one final miracle bringing the Cowboys from behind for the 35-34 win.

Yet to do something that has to bother you about all this. The Browns go to the playoffs. The Redskins sit.
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